Relais Villa Olmo
THE PROPERTY

Why “Relais”?

an old French word meaning “a place to stop during a
journey”, somewhere safe to rest, have a tasty bite of fresh
local fare and some good wine. A place where you can,
truly, lay back, enjoy and unwind.
Via Imprunetana per Tavarnuzze, 19

2 50023 Impruneta (Firenze)

phone. +39 055 2311311 | fax +39 055 2311313
info@relaisvillaolmo.com | www.relaisvillaolmo.com
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Relais Villa Olmo
THE PROPERTY

Bells softly chiming, swallows gliding over the
olive trees and the tempting scent of homemade
bread… guests of Relais Villa Olmo, well know
why ours is an authentic “Relais”!
Located on the premises of an ancient 15th century hamlet
restored and restyled to perfection, Relais Villa Olmo is a
welcoming deluxe retreat where Tuscany’s authentic charm
blends with world-class service and facilities.
Comprising a variety of hospitality solutions, a panoramic
swimming pool, carefully groomed garden, organic
vegetable garden and premium wine cellar, and, at its heart,
the unique Diadema Wine Bar and Restaurant, Relais Villa
Olmo provides each guest with the privileges of a stay in a
golden-age Tuscan countryside mansion.
True to its name, Relais Villa Olmo opens the doors of
the Diadema Wine Bar and Restaurant, swimming pool
and cellar to in-house and off-site guests alike, offering
all visitors a gracious and earnest welcome to the many
pleasures of Tuscan hospitality
Providing attentive first-rate service in refined premises,
signature cuisine and a rainbow of memorable moments
Relais Villa Olmo is much more than a luxury Food&Wine
Resort
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Relais Villa Olmo
THE SURROUNDINGS

Nestled between luxuriant vineyards and bountiful olive groves
Relais Villa Olmo rises right by the thriving town of Impruneta,
birthplace of Tuscan terracotta, a charming village brightened by a
lively daily scene, colorful weekly market and heartfelt traditional
festivals scattered throughout the year
Strategically located at a scenic 30-minute drive from Florence,
with its unrivalled art masterpieces, 1 hour from Siena and about
1 hour and 30 minutes from Pisa, the Relais is also an ideal set off
spot to explore the surroundings and discover its many fascinating
small villages. Vividly picturesque Chianti towns are all unique,
each special for a signature product or distinctive feature. Nearby
Strada in Chianti boasts one of Italy’s best pasta factories, San
Casciano Val Di Pesa, home to Machiavelli, beckons visitors with
fairytale castles and ancient legends, and the whole area is dotted
by award-winning wineries and generous fields yielding sublime
blends and scrumptious fresh produce.

Distances from Relais Villa Olmo
FORTE DEI MARMI

Firenze - 22 km - 14 mi
Lucca - 89 km - 55 mi
Pisa - 92 km - 57 mi
Siena- 65 km - 40 mi
San Gimignano - 47 km - 30 mi
Volterra - 68 km - 42 mi
Forte dei Marmi - 118 km - 73 mi
Livorno - 100 km - 62 mi
Montalcino - 103 km - 64 mi
Greve in Chianti - 15 km - 10 mi

LUCCA
FLORENCE
I M PR U N E TA

PISA

SAN GIMIGNANO
LIVORNO

GREVE IN
CHIANTI

V O LT E R R A
SIENA
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MONTALCINO

Relais Villa Olmo
DIADEMA WINE BAR
& RESTAURANT
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It all starts at daybreak, the garden lawn still
glossy with dew, when crisply ironed tablecloths
are lain on the breakfast tables and fragrant
homemade cakes carefully set on the buffet…
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Relais Villa Olmo
DIADEMA WINE BAR
& RESTAURANT

At Diadema Wine Bar & Restaurant we celebrate each morning a new,
with our homemade bread alongside a rich selection of locally produced
jams, fresh seasonal fruit, premium cheeses and cured meats.
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Bright flowers and smiles greet guests strolling in
for breakfast, and Alessio Leporatti, our charming
executive chef, sneaks out into the organic
vegetable garden to choose the ripest tomatoes,
balmiest thyme and slickest greens himself!
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Relais Villa Olmo
DIADEMA WINE BAR
& RESTAURANT

We created Diadema Wine Bar& Restaurant as an authentic Tuscan
bistrot, a fine, elegant venue committed to offering excellence.
Respect for nature and our bountiful land are the first step, and Tuscan culinary heritage becomes art in each of our menus, all seasonal
and prepared with the vegetables from the estate kitchen garden.
On the estate vegetables and herbs are grown according to tradition
and following the rules of organic farming. This method guarantees a
thorough attentive selection of the produce, and an extensive variety
which reflects our mindful attention to our guests at all times, even in
the kitchen.

From field to table: committed to using only the very best we roam
the hillside farms to secure the creamiest cheeses, most flavorful
meats and grains directly from the farmers, and plant and nurture
the rest. Pairing the dishes with our signature premium wines reveals
a flavorful blend which enhances aromas revealing the passion, tradition, creativity and research to amaze and fascinate even the most
discerning customers.

Meticulous attention to detail and scrupulous choices characterize
both our dining selections and our wine list which, in addition
to the estate Diadema wines, offers a wide range of hand-picked
premium labels.
Multi-colored and welcoming, just like the Tuscan hills, our wine bar and restaurant offers a variety of options, providing guests with a taste of genuine Tuscany
throughout the day. Traditional Tuscan fare brilliantly revisited by our talented
chefs is the feather in our cap, from the home-made pasta and glorious staple
peasant dishes like “ribollita” and hearty “peposo” meat stew to truffle-based recipes. Committed to meeting all needs, and surpass guests’ expectations, our chef
and his team study options for vegetarian, gluten-free and lactose-free dishes and
menus, and prepare each and every one with ingenious flair.

Alessio Leporatti, head chef of the Diadema Wine Bar&Restaurant
and rising star of the European fine-dining scenario, looks forward to
welcoming you with tempting new proposals.
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Relais Villa Olmo
TEAM
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Relais Villa Olmo
SWIMMING POOL

Lay back, savor the sweet-scented breezes, and
leave all worries behind. Rising like a heavenly
vision above a sea of silvery olive trees our
panoramic swimming pool is a postcard-perfect
spot to lose yourself in the scenery, bask in the
sun, re-energize your senses on hot summer days
and allow us to spoil you!
Strategically built facing south our pool enjoys the warm rays of the
Tuscan sun all day long, and just like the sun we are there to oblige
and pamper you with fruit and herb-infused water, fresh juices,
wine and cocktails, and tempt you with the luscious recipes of our
special Pool Menu from sunrise to sunset.
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Relais Villa Olmo
HOSPITALITY
The inborn elegance of authentic Tuscan
manor homes enhanced by sophisticated luxury
finishes, understated style and utter peace.
At Relais Villa Olmo all has been carefully designed to match and
pair with the outdoors and our traditions. Starting from the colors:
warm red, like the juicy grapes in our vineyards, mellow green, like
our olive oil, and beige-gold, like the local wheat we use for our
homemade bread.
Ensuring sweet dreams and full comfort in Classic and Deluxe
Guestrooms, Suites, Family Suites, a charming Farmhouse and exquisite Private Villas, all rising within the ancient hamlet’s different
traditional stone dwellings, Relais Villa Olmo provides romantic
couples, families and small groups authentic Tuscan character, topnotch hospitality and world-class amenities throughout their stay.
Lovingly restored and meticulously restyled, the guestrooms, suites,
farmhouses and villas all offer an engaging blend of original period
architecture, including ancient stone walls, terracotta tiles and
exquisite vintage prints, with the finest contemporary furnishings.
All accommodation solutions include gleaming marble bathrooms
equipped with soft-scented signature designer amenities and luxury
towels, precious high-quality Italian linens in the bedroom, alluring
décor features and subtle-hued fabrics.
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Relais Villa Olmo
HOSPITALITY

Family Suites
The ideal solution for small families and couples
seeking extra comfort and space! Comprising 2
connecting bedrooms (1 Suite + 1 Classic or Deluxe
room), 2 bathrooms, and an airy living room perfect
for cozy private family-focused evenings our Family
Suites offer the perfect option to enjoy both the luxury
of freedom and the Relais’ many services, from daily
breakfast to the swimming pool.

The Villas and the Farmhouse

Guestrooms and Suites
Our 5 Classic and 6 Deluxe Guestrooms provide full comfort in a welcoming contemporary ambiance enriched by
charming Tuscan style furnishings and premium linens. Our 5 Suites provide discerning guests with the best in terms of
space, comfort and luxury. Comprising a bedroom and a separate living area Suites also include dainty touches, such as
amenities comprising thoughtful items carefully chosen for added comfort.
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An intimate ambiance, authentic Tuscan character,
exquisite furnishings. Fully equipped with state-of-theart facilities our Villas and Farmhouse offer the ideal
solution for families and groups of friends wishing to
enjoy the finest of Tuscany in full comfort, savoring
the unhurried rhythms of complete independence, the
luxury of freedom and the Relais’ many services.
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Relais Villa Olmo
GUESTROOMS AND SUITES

CLASSIC
ROOM

19 sq. meters
205 sq. feet
Hosts up to 2 people + baby cot

SUITES
DELUXE
ROOM
22

22/28 sq. meters
237/301 sq. feet
Hosts up to 2 people + extra bed
or baby cot

Special Deluxe Room amenities include:
complimentary water, Ferragamo courtesy
kit, bathrobe and slippers, minibar, kettle,
coffee maker

Size 40/50 sq. meters
131/164 sq. feet
Hosts up to 2 people +
extra bed or baby cot
Special Suite amenities include:
complimentary water, Ferragamo
courtesy kit, bathrobe and slippers,
minibar, kettle, coffee maker
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Relais Villa Olmo
F A M I LY S U I T E S
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Relais Villa Olmo
F A M I LY S U I T E S

Family Suites
The ideal solution for small families and couples seeking extra comfort and space! Comprising 2 connecting bedrooms
(1 Suite + 1 Classic or Deluxe room), 2 bathrooms, and an airy living room perfect for cozy private family-focused
evenings our Family Suites offer the perfect option to enjoy both the luxury of freedom and the Relais’ many services,
from daily breakfast to the swimming pool.
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48/60 sq. meters
516/645 sq. feet
Hosts up to 4 people + extra bed
or baby cot
Special Suite amenities include: complimentary
water, Ferragamo courtesy kit, bathrobe and
slippers, minibar, kettle, coffee maker
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Relais Villa Olmo
VILLAS
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Relais Villa Olmo
VILLAS

Villas - Deluxe Villas with Garden and Private Swimming Pool
Recently resorted and refurbished our Deluxe Villa is an elegant and stylish dwelling. Comprising two bedrooms, one
of which an overhead loft, two bathrooms, a living room, a kitchen and a splendid garden offering 360° views of the
valley, the villa also includes a lovely swimming pool in the more secluded part of its lush private garden
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75 sq. meters plus the garden
810 sq. feet plus the garden.
Hosts up to 4 people + baby cot
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Relais Villa Olmo
FARMHOUSE
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Relais Villa Olmo
FARMHOUSE

Farmhouse
Comprising 3 or 5 Deluxe guestrooms and an ancient country kitchen, our Farmhouse is the quintessence of Tuscan
countryside comfort. Ideal for families wishing to enjoy the complete freedom and leisure of a home and the comfort
offered by the Relais’ many services, the Farmhouse is also perfect for fun-loving groups of friends desirous to spend
lively convivial evenings in full privacy.
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House Size 105 sq. meters
1130 sq. feet
Hosts up to 10 people
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Relais Villa Olmo
EXPERIENCES

WINE EXPERIENCES
Dive into the kingdom of wine, roam through silent
cellars and learn the secrets which lie behind the
perfect blend. Or just let your senses guide you through
the aromas, as you relish the best blends! Our wine
experiences include:
• Chianti Wineland Safari
• Wine-Making
• Wine Tasting
• Wine Pairing Lunch or Dinner

Gorgeous landscapes, colorful ancient
traditions, unrivalled art, heavenly local
fare and extraordinary wines.
Tuscany, simply, has it all!
Committed to making each and every guest’s Tuscan
dream come true Relais Villa Olmo offers its visitors
the exclusive privilege of a variety of custom-created
experiences of all kinds. Designed to provide real insight,
genuine fun and unforgettable memories, our activities
and experiences lead our guests down country roads
with a rumble and a smile, into the kitchens, through the
vineyards and beneath the labels of celebrated wines, to
enjoy the pleasures of authentic Tuscan lifestyle.
Inspired by our passion for food, wine and Tuscan
culture activities range from local product and wine
tastings, wine labs and wine and olive oil-focused tours
to enticing hands-on cooking classes, exciting bike and
Vespa tours, Chianti Safaris and art or history-focused
tours to Florence, Siena and other mesmerizing sights.

THE DIADEMA
COOKING SCHOOL
Master the art of preparing mouth-watering typical
Tuscan recipes or fragrant crispy pizza from a pro,
and… walking distance from your bedroom: our
cooking classes, group or customized, are held at the
Diadema Cooking School just a few steps away from
the Relais!
Our cooking classes include:
• Pizza and Gelato Class
• Florence Market Tour and Tuscan Cooking Class
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TUSCANY ON THE ROAD
Connect with the great outdoors! The Tuscan hillside
provides sports and fun lovers with an ideal setting
for a vast range of diverse and exciting on-the-road
activities, all led by our specialized escorts and
environmental guides
Our Tuscan on-the-road include:
• Hiking
• Biking
• Vespa tours
• FIAT 500 tours
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Relais Villa Olmo
DIADEMA WINE CELLAR

Rich, intense and elegant. Produced using only the juiciest most perfect
grapes our signature Diadema wines are perfect relished with a tasty Tuscan
meal, and marvelous enjoyed on their own, slowly, gazing at the hillside.
Our blends come to life slowly, silently, thanks to our experts’ loving care
and the perfect temperature of our ancient wine cellar. Newly restored, our
cellar offers a unique environment for our signature wines, which age both
traditionally in oak wood casks, and in the terracotta earthenware vases
created especially by local artisans.
Fascinating and exclusive the Diadema Wine Cellar offers our guests the rare
privilege to spend memorable moments in the magical realm of wine, right at
their doorstep! Witness the hand-labeling process of our precious glistening
Swarovski line bottles, perfect your wine tasting techniques led by a
professional sommelier, appreciate the different flavors of Tuscany’s premium
olive oils with a connoisseur, and learn to make your own blend with an
enticing wine-making adventure led by our experts. Elegant and charming
the tasting room is an ideal venue for small private events, such as intimate
celebrations or themed wine-pairing dinners.
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